
Evidence Exam Notes

Topic 1: Types of Evidence

Topic 2: Witnesses

Topic 3: Privilege & the Right to Silence

Topic 4: Relevance

Topic 5: The Hearsay Rule and Exceptions

Topic 6: Credibility

Topic 7: Hearsay for a Non-Hearsay Purpose; Admissions; 

Character Evidence

Topic 8: Opinion Evidence

Topic 9: Tendency and Coincidence Evidence

Topic 10: Exclusions, Warnings and Comments

Definitions

 Tender = To present formally.
 Adduce = To present/cite evidence 
 Leave = Permission by the court.
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Topic 1: Types of Evidence 

Look at what can be proven from documents and how this occurs. We will also discuss what can be 
proven by other forms of evidence such as demonstrations, experiments or inspections.
LOOKING AT: DOCUMENTS AND OTHER EVIDENCE. 

Three Types of Evidence:
1. Oral testimony (witnesses) (Evidence Act, Pt 2.1)
2. Documents (Evidence Act, Pt 2.2)
3. Other evidence (or Real evidence) (Evidence Act, Pt 2.3)

Documentary Evidence 

 Part 2.2 of the EA deals with how the contents of documents can be adduced.
Deals with how originals, copies, extracts, summaries etc., can be tendered in
order to bring the contents of the document before the Court. 

 Should be noted that proving the content of a document is a different issue to 
how the content of the document is used/assessed in evidence. Getting the 
content of the document into evidence should be considered the first step. 

Step 1: Is it a Document Capable of being Evidence?

What is a Document?
SECTION 3 – DEFINITIONS 
"document" means any record of information, and includes: 
(a) anything on which there is writing, or 
(b) anything on which there are marks, figures, symbols or perforations having a meaning for persons 
qualified to interpret them, or 
(c) anything from which sounds, images or writings can be reproduced with or without the aid of 
anything else, or 
(d) a map, plan, drawing or photograph 

 Important element = record of information 
o Example: if someone has written something on a wall/floor etc., this 

can be deemed a document 

Reference to Documents
Dictionary, Part 2, clause 8
References to documents 
A reference in this Act to a document includes a reference to: 

(a) any part of the document, or 
(b) any copy, reproduction or duplicate of the document or of any part of the document, or 
(c) any part of such a copy, reproduction or duplicate

Step 2: Proving the Contents of a Document

48 Proof of contents of documents
 Tender the document itself – s48(1)
 Tender a copy of a document – s48(1)(b)
 Adduce evidence as to the contents of a document – s48(1)(a)
 Tender a transcript of a document – s48(1)(c)
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 For voluminous documents, it is also possible, with leave of the court, to 
tender a summary of a document – s50.

 Main guidance as to the various ways that the contents of a document can be 
brought into evidence are dealt with under s48 EA. 

 s48 also provides a way of utilising the contents of a document even though 
the document in question is not available to the party. (ss 48(2) and 48(4) 
refer)

 s48(4): 
 A party may adduce evidence of the contents of a document in question that is not available 

to the party, or the existence and contents of which are not in issue in the proceeding, by: 
o tendering a document that is a copy of, or an extract from or summary of, the 

document in question, or 
o (b) adducing from a witness evidence of the contents of the document in question. 

 [See R v Cassar and Sleiman (No 28) [1999] NSWSC 651]   

What if a Document is Unavailable?

Dictionary, Part 2, clause 5: Unavailability of documents and things 
For the purposes of this Act, a document or thing is taken not to be available to a party if and only if: 
(a) it cannot be found after reasonable inquiry and search by the party, or 
(b) it was destroyed by the party, or by a person on behalf of the party, otherwise than in bad faith, or 
was destroyed by another person, or 
(c) it would be impractical to produce the document or thing during the course of the proceeding, or 
(d) production of the document or thing during the course of the proceeding could render a person 
liable to conviction for an offence, or 
(e) it is not in the possession or under the control of the party and: 

(i) it cannot be obtained by any judicial procedure of the court, or 
(ii) it is in the possession or under the control of another party to the proceeding concerned 

who knows or might reasonably be expected to know that evidence of the contents of the document, 
or evidence of the thing, is likely to be relevant in the proceeding, or 

(iii) it was in the possession or under the control of such a party at a time when that party 
knew or might reasonably be expected to have known that such evidence was likely to be relevant in 
the proceeding. 

 Classic example: in the case of a will 
 May have been inadvertently/accidentally destroyed 
 Impractical to produce, weigh up its importance in the scheme of the litigation 

(e.g. how much would it cost to secure?) 

--Main Case for Proof of Documents and Unavailable Documents
 CASSAR CASE
R v Cassar & Sleiman [1999] NSWSC 651: 

 Facts:
o D’s claimed that on the night of the incident they were driving around in

a car. P was given leave to adduce evidence in reply that would show 
car was elsewhere on that night. Police had evidence that car was at a 
motel at the time. What was this evidence and how was it adduced? 

o Evidence was contained in a motel registration form which recorded 

name, address, car rego, check in date and room charge. Problem was
that the registration form could not be found and therefore could not be 
produced as evidence. 
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o Evidence regarding existence of registration forms and the general 

content was given by the motel employee on duty that night. 
o Evidence as to the content of the registration form was given by police 

officer who had inspected the registration form and recorded details on 
a piece of paper, this info then faxed to another police officer who 
recorded it on a running sheet. The piece of paper and the fax of it 
could not be found. 

o Only remaining evidence was the police running sheet. 

 ISSUE: Is the police running sheet admissible as evidence of contents of 
original form? 

 Held:
o Section 48(4)(a) provides that a party may adduce evidence of the 

contents of a document that is not available by tendering a document 
that is a summary of or an extract from the document in question. The 
running sheet was therefore admissible (it incorporated the salient 
details) pursuant to s48(4)(a). 

o The police officer should have leave, pursuant to s32, to use the 

running sheet to try to revive his memory. 
o The police officer could give oral evidence of what he saw in the 

registration form pursuant to s48(4)(b), using the running sheet to 
refresh his recollection. 

 The registration form was a business record of the kind referred to in s 69 and
that proof of the contents of the form would be evidence of the fact.

 Original documents are no longer needed, s 51 replaced that CL rule. (Section  
51 – Original documents)

Real Evidence/ ‘Other Evidence’

 There are two kinds of ‘other evidence’:   
o Exhibits (physical object tendered as evidence) and  

o Views (demonstrations, experiments or inspections of locations).  

 EA makes it possible to adduce evidence other than through witness 
testimony or through documents - this includes physical, tangible objects such
as the murder weapon. (s 52) 

 Views

The other type of Real Evidence (generally referred to as Views) allows for the 
conduct of experiments, demonstrations and location inspections. (s53)

o Must be conducted according to these rules. (Bilal Skaf’s case)

 Demonstrations / experiments / inspections can be very powerful evidence so 
the Court needs to be satisfied that the evidence gained will assist the Court 
in it deliberations and will not be unfairly prejudicial to the parties (particularly 
to the Defendant). 

 The factors that the Judge needs to consider when contemplating whether to 
conduct a View are set out in s53(3). 

 Under s54 the Court may draw any reasonable inference from what it sees, 
hears or otherwise notices during a demonstration, experiment or inspection.
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53 Views
(1)  A judge may, on application, order that a demonstration, experiment or inspection be held. 
(2)  A judge is not to make an order unless he or she is satisfied that: 

(a)  the parties will be given a reasonable opportunity to be present, and 
(b)  the judge and, if there is a jury, the jury will be present. 

(3)  Without limiting the matters that the judge may take into account in deciding whether to make an 
order, the judge is to take into account the following: 

(a)  whether the parties will be present, 
(b)  whether the demonstration, experiment or inspection will, in the court’s opinion, assist the 
court in resolving issues of fact or understanding the evidence, 
(c)  the danger that the demonstration, experiment or inspection might be unfairly prejudicial, 
might be misleading or confusing or might cause or result in undue waste of time, 
(d)  in the case of a demonstration—the extent to which the demonstration will properly 
reproduce the conduct or event to be demonstrated, 
(e)  in the case of an inspection—the extent to which the place or thing to be inspected has 
materially altered. 

(4)  The court (including, if there is a jury, the jury) is not to conduct an experiment in the course of its 
deliberations. 
(5)  This section does not apply in relation to the inspection of an exhibit by the court or, if there is a 
jury, by the jury.

== (s53 does not apply to in-court demonstrations: Evans v The Queen (2007) 235 
CLR 521)

  Types of Views
 Demonstration 

o Inspection incorporating explanation by a witness  Evans v R

 Experiment 
o Procedure carried out to test a hypothesis → Evans v R 

 Inspection 
o Inspection of a scene/object without anyone providing explanation or 

commentary → Evans v R

Key Cases:

R v Milat (1996) (unreported) (Secretly Viewing Scene of Crime)
 Facts:

o Sexual assault case, TJ gave usual warning to jury at the conclusion of the Trial. As 

part of this warning, the Judge instructed the Jury not to "go and do your own 
research". 

o Despite this, jury foreman rang another Juror the night before the verdict was 

delivered and they went to the park where the alleged rape occurred. 
o 2 jurors went to Gosling Park for about 20 mins to check the lighting conditions 

o At the Trial, the two Jurors had not told the Judge or anybody else what they had 

done. 
o At a BBQ some time later, the Foreman told a Solicitor that he and another had gone 

to the park. 
o The Foreman said he only went to the park to “clarify something for my own mind”. 

o Solicitor reported the conversation to the NSW Sheriff. 

 Held:
o As a result, the matter went to Appeal and the Judges in the NSWCCA found the 

experiment was a miscarriage of justice. 
o "In our view there must, regrettably, be a new trial because of this ground," the judges

said. 
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o They also ordered that in future more specific orders be given to Juries to ensure 

further trials were not miscarried because of ‘Jury misconduct’. 
o NSWCCA stated that orders should include: o not making private visits to the crime 

scene; o not asking other Jurors to conduct experiments; and o informing the TJ if 
they discover fellow Jurors making independent inquiries into the case. 

o The NSWCCA decision to order a retrial led to the NSW Government to amend the 

Jury Act – amendment allows for the punishment of those who conduct unauthorised 
experiments away from court.

 NOTE: The Court is not permitted to go outside the evidence presented and 
to act upon information privately obtained which the parties have no chance of
combating or commenting upon. 

R v Bilal Skaf, R v Mohammed Skaf [2004] NSWCCA 37 (Scene of Crime)
 Facts:

o Trial involves view of crime scene 

 Issue 
o Question as to whether it would be prejudicial for Milat to be present when attending 

forest (scene of crime) 
o Disadvantaged whether he did or did not attend, could also look bad if he didn't want 

to attend 
 Held 

o Court must provide opportunity for D to join the expedition whether or not they take it 

→ see s53(3)(a) 
o Court found that it would not be prejudicial to D if jury went on view → see s53(3)(d) 

Evans v R [2007] HCA 59 (Prosecutor made D wear mask at trial)
 Facts:

o Evans was on trial for armed robbery at the Strathfield Council Chambers. 

o The robber was filmed on security cameras, and was wearing a balaclava, 

sunglasses and overalls, and said certain words during the robbery. 
o During his trial, under cross-examination, the Prosecutor made Evans put on a 

balaclava, sunglasses and overalls, walk around in front of the jury, and say the 
words that the robber had said during the robbery

 Issue:
o Does s53 apply to in-court demonstrations/experiments?

 Held:
o No. 
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Topic 2:   Witnesses  

Look at testimonial evidence and witnesses. Not everyone is competent to give evidence in court and 
not everyone can be compelled to give evidence. This week we look at the rules on competence and 
compellability especially as they apply to spouses, children and defendants. We look at how the 
courts deal with people who are vulnerable in the litigation process including children. We will also 
discuss the examination of witnesses and what types of questions can be asked in the three stages of
examination in chief, cross-examination and re-examination.
LOOKING AT: Calling witnesses; Competence of witnesses; Compellability of witnesses; When
witnesses are vulnerable; Sworn and unsworn evidence; Examination of witnesses, including 
the rules in relation to examination, cross-examination and re-examination.

Calling Witnesses
Who Calls a Witness?

 General principle: parties to litigation decide what witnesses are to be called 
and in what order.

 Criminal matters: Legal Profession Uniform Conduct (Barristers) Rules 2015:
o 89 A prosecutor must call as part of the prosecution’s case all 

witnesses:
 (a) whose testimony is admissible and necessary for the 

presentation of all of the relevant circumstances, or
 (b) whose testimony provides reasonable grounds for the 

prosecutor to believe that it could provide admissible evidence 
relevant to any matter in issue,

 Key cases:
o R v Apostilides (1984) 154 CLR 563 

o R v Kneebone (1999) 47 NSWLR 450

The Accused as a Witness

 Criminal matters
 EVIDENCE ACT 1995 (NSW) s 20

o (2) The judge or any party (other than the prosecutor) may comment on a failure of 

the defendant to give evidence. However, unless the comment is made by another 
defendant in the proceeding, the comment must not suggest that the defendant failed 
to give evidence because the defendant was, or believed that he or she was, guilty of 
the offence concerned. […]

 Civil matters
o Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298 rule states that where the plaintiff 

does not call a witness that they would reasonably be expected to have
called, the trial judge can comment to the jury that they can draw an 
adverse inference from that failure. 

Can the Judge Call a Witness?

 R v Apostilides (1984) 154 CLR 563: judge can call witness only in extraordinary 
circumstances.

 What are extraordinary circumstances?
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o R v Damic [1982] 2 NSWLR 750

o Accused charged with many offences, including murder

o Accused chose to represent himself

o Judge believed accused incapable of representing himself because of 

serious mental illness
o Accused had not raised mental illness as a defence

o Judge called psychiatrist to assess fitness of accused to self-represent.

o Judge called psychiatrist to give evidence as to defendant’s capacity to

self-represent.

Voir Dire Rule

 EVIDENCE ACT 1995 (NSW) s 189
o (1) If the determination of a question whether:

 evidence should be admitted (whether in the exercise of a 
discretion or not), or

 evidence can be used against a person, or
 a witness is competent or compellable,   

o depends on the court finding that a particular fact exists, the question   

whether that fact exists is, for the purposes of this section, a 
preliminary question.

 A voir dire is a court proceeding to determine whether evidence will be 
admitted or excluded at trial. A voir dire is a 'trial within a trial' and is held 
prior to the jury trial. 

Competence and Compellability of Witnesses
 Division 1 of EA. 

1. Is Witness Competent? S 12 and 13.
2. If So, Is Witness Compellable? S 12

a. Or Are They an Exception? S 14, 15, 18.  

Definitions and Differences

 Competence: a person is competent if they may lawfully be called to give 
evidence.

 Compellability: a person is compellable if they can be lawfully obliged to 
give evidence.

 EVIDENCE ACT 1995 (NSW) s 12
o Except as otherwise provided by this Act: 

 every person is competent to give evidence, and 
 a person who is competent to give evidence about a fact is 

compellable to give that evidence.
 = If you may lawfully be called to give evidence about a fact, then you may be 

obliged to give that evidence. 

 Competence: Lack of Capacity
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